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Proper Management 
and Retention of 
Records



Proper Management of Records
 Chapter 40.14 governs the retention, preservation and 

lawful destruction of public records

 Public records are public property; agencies are the 
custodians of this public property

 All public records shall be and remain the property of 
the state of Washington (RCW 40.14.020)

 Mutilating, destroying, concealing, erasing, obliterating 
or falsifying a public record = felony! (RCW 40.16.020)















Get Rid of ROT

Redundant

Outdated/Obsolete

Trivial Records



Question: Which of the following could you probably delete or 
destroy today?

A. CC emails announcing a co-worker’s adoption of a child 
B. A clerk’s personal handwritten notes of a meeting that have already  

been typed up
C. Extra copies of flyers for the local 2008 farmers’ market
D. All of the above

Answer: D! get rid of it!

What types of records are transitory?





End of Retention Period

Destroy the record1

Transfer the records to archives2

*Unless there is a litigation hold or an open 
PRA request encompassing the records

At the end of the retention period, there are two options*:



Washington State Archives Trainings
Includes Recorded Trainings:
 A Primer for Public Records
 Digital Hoarding – Emails “Getting Your House in Order”
 Lions and Tigers and Twitter Oh My! - Social Media
www.sos.wa.gov/archives/recordsmanagement/online-training.aspx

Upcoming Live/Online Trainings:
 November 23, 10:00 am–Basics of Managing Public Hospital Records
 December 14, 10:00 am—Basics of Managing Records
www.sos.wa.gov/archives/recordsmanagement/trainingsignup.aspx

http://www.sos.wa.gov/archives/recordsmanagement/online-training.aspx
https://www.sos.wa.gov/archives/recordsmanagement/trainingsignup.aspx




http://leg.wa.gov/jlarc/Pages/publicRecAdmin.aspx



AG’s Office:
 Open Government Guide
 Model Rules
 Local Govt Consultation 

Program

State Archivist: 
 Retention Schedules
 Grant Program
 Tip Sheets & Online 

Videos/Training

Valuable Resources
WAPRO: 
 Conferences and Toolkit

MRSC:
 PRA Tip Sheets
 PRA Webpage and PRA 

Case Law Updates
 PRA & Records 

Management Tech Guide



Documenting the 
Process



Request Tracking Log

Identity of 
Requestor

Date 
Received

Text of 
Original 
Request

Description and 
Number of 

Records Produced 
in Response:

Description of 
Records 

Redacted or 
Withheld:

Reasons for 
Redactions or 
Withholding 

(RCWs/other statutes):

Date of Final 
Disposition of 

Request:

Log of Public Record Requests
Agency Name:
Start Date of Log: 
Completion Date of Log: 

Note: Agencies must maintain a log of public records 
requests under RCW 40.14.026(4). Request logs must be 
retained for two years after the request has been fulfilled, 
then the log can be destroyed. DAN GS2010-014. This 
template is set up to track requests on an annual basis so 
the entire log can be deleted two years after creation.

Sample Request 
Tracking Log 
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



Send 5 (business) day response:
 Make records available (inspection or copies) 
 Direct requestor to website
 Provide time estimate 
 Request clarification
 Deny the request

Calendar 5-day response (and, later, installments)

Request: 5-Day Response



Provide Reasonable Estimate of Time

Consider the following factors:
 Volume of records requested
 Number of staff who may have responsive records
 Whether records are kept in multiple locations
 Whether exemptions apply; and the need for legal review
 Whether third party notice is required
 Where the request falls in the request queue



Send 5 (business) day response:
 Make records available (inspection or copies) 
 Direct requestor to website
 Provide time estimate 
 Request clarification
 Deny the request

Calendar 5-day response (and, later, installments)

Request: 5-Day Response



Request

Notify key staff of request

Direct staff to maintain responsive 
records and suspend all ordinary 
destruction and recycling of 
potentially responsive records

Document Hold



The Request
Document Hold

Sample PRA 
Hold Memo 
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



How Do I Conduct a Reasonable Search?

Document your search1

MRSC Practice Tips—Performing 
an Adequate Search





Search Checklist

Sample Search 
Checklist 
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



How Do I Conduct a Reasonable Search?

Document your search1

Refine your search terms2

Search every location a record 
is likely to be located3

Follow obvious leads4



Search
Private Device 
Declaration

Sample 
Declaration
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



How Do I Conduct a Reasonable Search?

Document your search1

Refine your search terms2

Search every location a record 
is likely to be located

3

Follow obvious leads4

The search will be 
measured by whether 
it was reasonably 
calculated to uncover 
all responsive records



Metadata must be specifically requested

Search Metadata

Is it possible to produce metadata for:
 Text messages?
 Social media posts?
 Website?
Is it reasonable or technically feasible to produce metadata for these types of records?

Request for record in native electronic format by its 
nature encompasses metadata



10% deposit up front

Collect costs per installment

Consider request abandoned if 
don’t pay for or review installment

Search Installments
Installments are your friend



Review
Exemption Log

Sample 
Exemption Log 
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



Review Exemption Log

Sample 
Exemption Log 
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



Review
Third Party Notice

Sample Third 
Party Notice 
Available in 
WAPRO Toolkit



What Can I Charge to Copy Records?
All agencies need to adopt a PRA fee schedule in 
order to charge for copying costs, RCW 42.56.070(7). 

Adopt 
actual costs 
(fee study 
required)

Adopt default 
statutory costs 

(unduly 
burdensome 

finding)  

or



Delivery Preservation/Retention



Document Completion Date

Identify Retention/ Disposition Date

Prepare Electronic and Hard Copy Files for Storage

Closure

*Include “closure” language in communication with Requestor—that ensures the start 
of the one-year statute of limitations.  



FAQs and Common 
Pitfalls



Question: What are our responsibilities for public records 
retention on websites and social media accounts? 
Answer: Retention is based on the underlying 
record/communication—there is not a specific retention 
period for webpages or social media posts in general.  The 
content may be “duplicate” if the original record is located 
elsewhere.  But have good back up strategies!

FAQs--Retention



Question: How best to deal with the dusty storage room full 
of old files?
Answer: Understand the nature of the records and potential 
retention periods before you start.  Be ready to scan anything 
that may still be subject to retention.  Ask for the time and 
resources you need and hold off until you think you have 
enough of both to get the job done.  For more, see the 
Washington State Archives Local Records Grant Program 
(Organizing the File Room and Digital Imaging).

FAQs--Retention

https://www2.sos.wa.gov/archives/recordsmanagement/local-records-grant-program.aspx


Question: Many requests are not for a record, but for 
information.  What is the requirement if we don't have the 
requested report, do we create a document?  What is the 
best way to respond to these types of requests?
Answer: An agency is not required to create a record if it 
does not have a responsive record.  “I want more information 
about _____” is not a request for records.  One approach is 
to explain to the requestor that they need to specify the types 
of records they are looking for.  Some agencies will create a 
record if it is not difficult to do so in the name of efficiency 
and “providing the fullest assistance possible” under the 
PRA.

FAQ—Requests for Information



Question: What are best practices when dealing with requests 
for records pertaining to a particular topic that appear vague or 
overbroad, where the individual may not want all records related 
to that topic.
Answer: Sometimes requestors use broader language than 
necessary to ensure they get the records they want. 
Communication with the requestor is key. Sometimes a phone 
call works better than an email. Explain to them that the process 
will be faster and cheaper if they agree to narrow the scope of 
their request.  Good customer service is key! Be sure to 
document any agreement on the part of the requestor in this 
regard.

FAQ—Broad/Vague Requests



Question: I have heard that it is better to redact documents 
rather than exempt document.  If that is the case, then what 
is the purpose of an exemption log?
Answer: Redaction is a type of exemption in which you 
exempt a portion of a record.  The exemption log is used to 
explain the purpose of the redaction.  It can apply to both 
redactions and documents that are exempt in their entirety 
(which is rare).  

FAQ—Redaction versus Exemption



Question: Attorneys are now starting to use the public 
records request to circumvent discovery as a means to 
obtaining documents faster.  Is there a way to prevent this?  
How could you best handle the request?
Answer: This has been happening for years and there is no 
way to prevent it. Coordinate with your legal counsel if you 
suspect a records request involves actual or potential 
litigation with your agency.  Sometimes legal review of 
responsive records is required to determine if exemptions 
such as work-product or attorney-client privilege apply.  

FAQ—PRA—Substitute for Discovery



A “frequent flier” can be motivated by any number of things—
grievance against an agency, watchdog, passion for a particular 
topic, etc.
Up to date public records policies and fee schedules are very 
important.
So is treating everyone, including frequent fliers, “by the book.”
Agencies get hit hardest in PRA cases when they don’t follow the 
PRA or their policies with respect to a requestor they perceive to 
be “difficult.”  
A PRO needs to have thick skin and realize that their agency 
may have to settle or pay damages in a PRA case at some point.  
Even if they do their job well.  Sometimes, mitigation of damage 
is the best you can do.  

A Word about “Frequent Fliers”



Submit your inquiries at Ask MRSC or call 
me at 206-625-1300 x102.

You can also reach me by email: 
orey@mrsc.org.  

Questions?

https://mrsc.org/Home/Research-Tools/Ask-MRSC.aspx
mailto:orey@mrsc.org


Community Impact
Preparing and responding when public records get 
really public

Mary Kay Clunies-Ross, Sunshine Communications





Communicating with the public about public records
Preparation

• Web page
• Educate staff and commission members 
• Have a clear and well-documented response process

When To Notify Others  

• Who is making the request?
• What is the issue?
• What is the tone of the request?

Upon Preparation- Final Review
• Are any of the responsive documents sensitive or likely to cause embarrassment or harm?
• Were documents included that should not have been?
• How responsive was the agency to the request? How will it be received?
• Are there other stakeholders who should be notified?



Questions



Public Records Officer
Experience & Accrued Knowledge

Jori Stott, Summit Pacific Medical Center



So, you’re a Public Records Officer… now what?



Set Up Your Framework

57

Draft an Organizational Public Record Policy
 Index or draft resolution from Board that an 

index would be “unduly burdensome "on 
District resources

Publish PRO Contact on agency website and at 
physical location

RCW 42.56.070 (4) 



Set Up Your Framework

58

Create internal processes for training and filing
o Develop a tracking/ filing system for record requests and supporting documents
o Develop a calendar for training requirements for PRO and Board Members
o Provide regular staff training and onboarding for new employees



Set Up Your Framework

59

Save yourself time and create templates:
o 5 Day Response
o No Responsive Records
o Request for Clarification
o Records Provided
o Notice to Third Party Abandoned Request
o Additional Time Needed
o Exemption Log
o Annual tracking log



Create Your Network

Reach out to other Public Hospital District Public 
Record Officers
o Ask for policy and letter templates
o Ask questions about how their PHD responds 

to different types of requests and best 
practices

o Ask how other PHDs retain their records or if 
they use any software systems for record 
retention

o Share lessons learned with other PROs

60



Create Your Network

61

Find and become familiar with your regulatory resources 
Attorney General
 Secretary of State Archivist and Retention Schedule
MRSC
WAPRO
 JLARC
 RCW 42.56
WAC 44-14



Create Your Network

62

Become best friends with your legal counsel
o When in doubt, ask! No request is ever the same and your 

legal counsel can help
o Create a review system for record denials



Responding to Requests “Lesson’s Learned Best Practices”

63

• Develop a professional rapport with your requester
• Get everything in writing

• Manage your requesters expectations i.e. realistic time needed, 
clarification of records requested, associated price

• Request monetary deposit (even if small) to create a transactional 
relationship: Don’t waste your time on a ghost

• Use your software tools to their fullest 

• Never give the “cute” or “why I oughta” responses
• When in doubt, have someone double check your work
• When you sign your name, ask yourself “was this my best good 

faith effort?”



A Journey to Retention

• Develop a relationship with your State Archivist
• Meet with your organizational leaders to identify 

their internal records 

• Identify low hanging fruit
• Document records that are transferred or 

destroyed that have retention value
• Start small, but get started

64



Questions or comments?



THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ATTENDING PUBLIC RECORDS OFFICER WEBINAR.

A REMINDER FOR THOSE WHO ARE WORKING TOWARDS EARNING THEIR HEALTH 
CARE GOVERNANCE CERTIFICATION, PARTICIPATION IN THIS COURSE QUALIFIES FOR 

(2) CREDIT HOURS. 

THIS CREDIT WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE LOGGED TO YOUR GOVERNANCE EDUCATION 
PORTAL ACCOUNT. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS, OR WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE FEEDBACK ON 
THE COURSE, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO EMAIL US: GOVEDU@WSHA.ORG

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US AND HAVE A GREAT DAY!

mailto:govedu@wsha.org
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